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We will present two Buddhist models of the mind: the Cover-up Model (CM) and the Abhidhamma Model (AM). The first is based on the author's experience with intensive vipassana (insight) meditation. The second is the author's interpretation of the Abhidhamma (compilation finished around 250 BC), as it has come to us through commentaries, Bodhi [2000] and Nyanaponika Thera [1998] , and the living tradition of its teaching in Birma. The CM is a wide-spectrum model of the human mind in which mystical experience on the one hand and existentialist 'nausea' play a distinctive (complementary) role.
The CM is a will be interpreted in the AM. Ideas towards a putative interpre tation of AM in neuroscience are being sketched. Also an interpretation of neuroses and psychoses from the point of view of the AM will be given.
As an application of the CM the Common Core Thesis (CCT), named as such in van Atten and Tragesser [2003] but also present in Staal [1975] , stating that all mystical experiences have a common ground but a different 'metaphysical explana tion', will be examined. Studying the mysticism of Brouwer and Godel van Atten and Tragesser argue that if these two mathematicians-mystics are right, then the CCT cannot be valid. The CM also refutes the CCT, as it implies that there are two main classes of mystical experience: based on concentration or on insight.
M y stic a l ex p e rie n c e
Mystics have experiences th a t for most people do not occur often in their daily life. This holds in many cases also for the mystics themselves. There is certainly an im portant component of euphoria in the experience. B ut it seems impossible to express the experi ence in ordinary language. Nevertheless, more than one third of the human population is reported to have had a mystical experience, see Hood et al. [2003] .
When the mystics try to convey their experience, it is given different conceptual descritpions. These include feelings of unity (w ith the divine or all beings), alterations in time and space perception, loss of control, to mention a few. Early interest in psychology to understand these experiences include James [1902] and Leuba [1925] .
The common core thesis on mysticism holds th a t all forms are in the end different ways to express the same. This thesis is mentioned under this name in van A tten and Tragesser [2003] , but also in Staal [1975] , who added th a t the "metaphysical underpin ning may be different" . Studying the mysticism of Brouwer1 and Godel2 van A tten and Tragesser argue th a t if these two mathematicians-mystics are right, then the C CT can not be valid: for Brouwer mathematics conceals the mystical experience and for Goodel mathematics reveals it.
Form s o f m e d ita tio n and th e cover-u p m od el
This model is based on personal experience with insight meditation (also called vipassana), see Barendregt [1988] and [1996] .
T w o form s o f m e d ita tio n
First we explain what m editation and in particular vipassana is. Consciousness is con sidered as having a content and a type. While we see, for example, it starts with the experience of colours. This is an object of consicousness. This seeing can be accompa nied with a type. Pleasure, sadness, desire are possible types of consciousness. Usually people are concerned with the object of consciousness. One often tries to optimalize the contents of our consciousness. For example a man may strive for a nice house, a beau tiful wife and a cool car. [These are male values and in women there are usually other ones.] This optimalization of content is done with the often implicit assumption th at one obtains as a consequence happiness and well-being, a positive type of consciousness. But the house may have a high mortgage, the wife may be opinionated and the car uses a lot of gas. One therefore becomes dependent on conditions.
In meditation one is not concerned with the content of consciousness, but with its type directly. There are many forms of m editation th a t can be divided into two main families. In concentration meditation one strives for improvement of the positive types of consciouness, like e.g. joy, loving kindness and compassion. In insight meditation one strives to the diminishing and eventually eradication of the negative types of con sciousness, like hatred, fear and restlessness. It turns out th a t it is impossible to warrant permanently positive types of consciousness, as they require mental energy, while radical elimination of negative types is possible once and for always.
C o n c e n tr a tio n m e d ita tio n
The high point of concentration meditation is one-pointedness, in which there is a serene bliss and equilibrium. This is a mystical state. But one may fall back to ordinary consciousness with its usual unpleasant types, including existential fear. The high point of insight m editation is the consecutive elimination of the negative types, first of all this existential fear. Therefore mystics like John of the Cross adhort us to go beyond the indulging in the bliss. B ut-as these mystics did experience-then one needs to go through the dark night of the soul.
In sig h t m e d ita tio n
We have actual and potential consciousness. Seeing this sentence being w ritten on a laptop is at this moment my actual consciousness. Having an itch in my toe is potential consciousness, as I do not experience it at this moment. Potential consciousness may become actual.
The cover-up model states the following.
1. In our potential consciousness there is a process having three features.
(a) Perception is fluctuating, chaotic;
(b) It is unbearable, nauseating;
(c) We have no control over these phenomena.
Traditionally these three features are called the three (fundamental) characteristics [of consciousness]. These are anicca, dukkha, anatta: non-permanence, suffering, selflessness. This means th a t there is an actual experience of chaos, nausea and uncontrolability. We would rather commit a crime than having to experience this process. The process is most probably the dark night of the soul as experienced by the mystics. Actually, everyone has his or her personal version of the process, depending on their personality (or karma as the Buddhists would say).
2. Usually we hide ( cover-up) this process by our feelings and thoughts. Feelings of greed (wanting to get something), aversion (wanting to get rid of something), and attachm ent (wanting to keep something) have a tem porary stabilizing effect on our consciousness. As we do not like the process of the three characteristics, we are addicted to this symptomatic cover-up and the necessary behaviour to cause these feelings and thoughts.
3. Using discipline, concentration, and notably mindfulness one can purify the process so th a t it disappears. This so called cessation is the goal of insight meditation.
Mindfulness consists of intended attention on the content and type of consciousness, together with the right distance. This distance should be there not in order to suppress the content or type, but in order to be able to observe them, without being sucked away by or into them. Mindfulness is a type of mind th a t can be trained. Similar to the regular training of a jogger, in which the muscles and stam ina are being exercised, the insight m editator trains mindfulness and at the same time the concentration to keep it being present in the type of consciousness. Concentration is the skill to have some kind of consciousness (content and type) and to keep it. It may be compared to making a photograph of the content and type. Minfulness on the other hand is making a movie of the various contents and types. For this filming one does need some concentration in order to keep doing it: carefully observing and not getting involved. One starts observing the breathing movements of the abdomen and keeps following them. If there is a hindrance, like boredom, th a t cannot be avoided, then one learns to switch mindfulness towards the hindrance ( "O, there is boredom."). In this way one is mindful again. One develops during 10 day intensive retreats the capacity to be mindful for extended periods. Then one develops equanimity, calmness and bliss, even in the presence of the three characteristics. One surrenders and 'cessation' may happen. For more details on the path of insight meditation, see my two Buddhist Phenomenology papers of 1988 and 1996.
T h e A M
We will introduce the AM, a model of conscious cognition inspired by the the Abhid hamma and Abhidharma. The Abhidhamma ('Higher Teachings') is a canonical text from the Buddhist Theravada Pali Canon, dealing with what may be called psychology.
The work consists of seven volumes comprising more than 5000 pages. It is quite tech nical and consists of many lists of concepts related to consciousness in all of its forms. Because of the concise form most people study the commentaries or subcommentaries (i.e. a commentary of a commentary). See e.g. Bodhi [2000] or Barendregt [2006] . In the later M ahayana Buddhism several additions have been made. These later works we refer to as the Abhidharma, the Sanskrit translation of the Pali word Abhidhamma.
A b h id h a m m a
The following aspects come from the Abhidhamma.
• Consciousness consists of a linear sequence of short consciousness moments called cetas. Each ceta lasts a short time interval, certainly much less than a second (the exact range of durations is to be investigated by science).
• Each ceta has a content (or object) and a type. The content of a ceta is related to what is seen, heard, smelled, tasted, felt, or pops up from memory. The type is related to how this is done; for example with joy or with angriness, with an urge to act or with calm equanimity. Also intended actions are seen as contents of consciousness.
• Each ceta influences the next or a future ceta. The objects in the cetas are consid ered as side conditions. One speaks about causes and conditions, the cetas types being the causes and the objects the conditions. (Being hungry is related to a ceta-type, while seeing food to the available objects. The next ceta in which one comes to action to eat is the influenced ceta. In daily life, on the other hand, one often considers the seeing of the food as the cause of eating. In the Abidhamma the hungriness is considered as the cause, and the food as the condition of the resulting eating.) Kam ma (karma) is the name of the 'law of influence' cetas have on future cetas.
• The contents of consciousness are divided into two classes: rupa (body; what is meant is percieved awarness of the physical senses) and nama (mind; for example coming from memory), depending on the sense where they come from: eye, ear, nose, tongue and touch-sense provide the rupa contents; the mind provides the nam a content, see Figure 1 .
Here 'from.N' stands for input from Nama and 'to.N' for output to Nama. The nama part in this Figure should not be considered as a homunculus. It is the process of the stream of cetas that run according to strict rules of cause and effect, i.e. deterministically. The nama cannot exist if there is no object.
• The type of a ceta is determined by a set of subtypes called cetasikas acting in parallel. There are unwholesome (increasing suffering), neutral and wholesome (decreasing suffering) cetasikas. The unwholesome and wholesome are mutually exclusive: they cannot occur together.
• Some cetas provide stability in the ceta stream. This can be based on desire, negative feelings of neutral feelings. Indeed if we faal in love this gives a stable type of consciousness. The same effect is provided by angriness. An example of a neutral feeling is concentration (not yet accompanied by joy). All these types of consciousness are called 'rooted cetas'. Also consciousness with mindfulness is rooted.
• M editation improves the types of the cetas. Samadhi (concentration meditation) is directed towards more occurrences of wholesome ceta types; vipassana (insight meditation) based on mindfulness is directed towards less occurences of unwhole some ceta types.
• Both strong concentration and mindfulness are 'beautiful' cetasikas. Combined they can give tem porary relief from mental and physical hindrances. Concentration is close to bliss and rapture. Mindfulness implies equanimity: not affected by fear and desire, without becoming indifferent, i.e. closing one's eyes for what happens.
• Freedom (enlightenment) consists of the perm anent elimination of some or all (at the final step) unwholesome ceta types.
• The cetas with a nam a or rupa content form sequences of cognitive units, called vithis. A rupa vithi consists of 17 cetas (8 cetas for preparation, 7 equal cetas (the javana) forming the awareness with its conditioning force to the future, and 2 for finishing off), while a nam a vithi consists of just 12 cetas (this time just 3 cetas for preparation, as the content already is in the mind).
• Cognition consists of a sequence of four consecutive vithis: the first for input (both for nam a and rupa), the second for obtaining information from memory (where was th a t observed before?), the third for naming the input and the forth for getting the meaning of the input.
• The output of our body-mind system consists of bodily action, speech, and mental objects (being input of the mind). Only such actions with intention are recognized as output. These intentions are considered as contents of the rupa or nam a cetas.
• Many of the cetas belong to the so called baseline, bhavanga. This is a sequence of cetas of which the content and type are equal and th a t cannot be changed during one's lifetime. W hat the content and type of the baseline cetas is differes from person to person and constitutes partly his or her personality. Each time there is sensory input and cognition there is a start of vithis with different cetas.
A b h id h a r m a
One remarkable aspect of the Abhidhamma model is th a t cetas with their types can influence other cetas even in the distant future. How is this action at distance possible? This question has been addressed satisfactorily in the later Abhidharm a (compiled during the period of M ahayana Buddhism after 100 AD), where a few essential additions are made, by Nagarjuna, Asanga [2001] and Vasubandhu [1988] . The main one is the notion of alaya or memory. This concept does not occur in the Abhidhamma, because th a t theory is concerned only with pure phenomenology, consciousness as it actually appears. Memory on the other hand is potential consciousness. Using memory a ceta can influence a ceta in the distant future be modifying the memory state. This lingers until the circumstances are ready and the effect takes place in the future. Also Brouwer's analysis of our fundamental m athem atical intuition using memory and time shows the importance of this addition of the notion alaya.
A second addition in the Abhidharma is the notion of paratantra. In the old Abhid ham ma one considers only a single sequence of cetas (ceta line) to describe someone's life. In the A bhidharm a one considers the m utual interaction of several ceta lines. The laws of the single ceta lines remain valid. Interaction can be understood from the laws of input and output and ceta transitions. But a more comfortable level of abstraction is to recognize th a t there are other ceta lines (of 'other persons') and th a t there is a new world in which the interaction takes place3.
A final im portant addition in the Abhidharma is called m anas and is concerned with the mental capability to view a process as an entity, to make a reification.
We will not present evidence for this AM model of the mind, neither from phe nomenology, nor from neuroscience. We do, however, give two of its plausible conse quences.
C o n se q u e n c e s o f th e A M
In traditional psychoanalysis one speaks about the neurotic core of the mind. Later psychoanalysts even speak about its psychotic core, see see e.g. Eigen [1986] and Suler [1993] . We will see th a t both neuroses and psychses are a natural side effects of the 'operating system of the m ind' as stated in the AM.
Neurotic core
All cetas contain cetasikas of feeling and other components of the type. In a vithi this is enlarged by the 7 ceta occurrences in the javana. On the other hand several vithis together, as a long train of cetas, constitute the cognitive emotional process. The feeling present in the single cetas may prefer things different from the thoughts in the vithis. In this way an inner conflict may result. This is an interpretation of Freud's description of neuroses as the conflict between the super-ego, at the level of cognition, and the id th a t directs our drives. Freud made a good point when he noticed the unscrupulous power of the id doing things th a t morality does not allow. This is an example of strong kamma th a t cannot be avoided. The organization of consciousness, as described in the Abhidhamma model, shows th a t we have a basic neurotic core in our mind.
Some forms of psychotherapy are directed to address the cognitive level of our mind by trying to modify one's thinking, i.e. one's vithis. One may learn th a t one should not desire some things th a t do not belong to us. B ut this does not help if there is inside us a ceta with strong cetasika th a t desires th a t very object. Working directly with the cetas and cetasikas may be a welcome and powerful addition to the mentioned forms of psychotherapy.
Neurotic core of the mind. If the cetasikas determine the type of mind, including feelings, while our thinking occurs in the cognitive process, then we may have processes with confliciting goals. For example, desire for an object of consciousness in the cetasikas and a thought th a t this desire is not allowed in the vithi. It is well known th a t in many cases the desire wins from the moral4.
3T he addition of paratantra m ay be com pared to th e tran sitio n of com puter science before and after 1969. In th a t year the internet was invented (consisting of 4 nodes only). Before th e internet com puters were ra th e r 'au tistic', having as ta sk to com pute say \/2 in m any decimals. In th e internet era com puters are interacting w ith other com puters and new theories in com puter science arose like th e Calculus of C om m unicating System s (CCS) and Process Algebra. T hese theories E xtended existing com puter science.
4In C hristianity one says: 'T he spirit is willing, b u t th e flesh is w eak.' A B uddhist would rath er
Psychotic core
If consciousness is built up from discrete units smoothly blended together, then the integration mechanism may fail. Some psychoanalysts, speak about the basic psychotic core of the mind. This can be explained in a natural way from the AM. Falling apart from the apparent continuous consciousness to its fundamental form of ceta-based vithis can be seen as the underlying mechanism. This also explains why psychotic episodes tend to reoccur. If one has seen things as they are, than th a t insight remains. Psychosis can be linked to phenomena of dissociation. In a light and innocent form a dissociation occurs in children (and older humans as well) doing the 'repeated word gam e'. Taking a word like 'yellow', they speak it out repeatedly. After a while they notice th a t the word looses its meaning. In psychology one speaks about a 'semantic fatigue' or a 'jam ais vu'. Usually there is a close connection between a word as sound and the meaning of a word. These two come in consecutive vithis. After repeating the word many times, the sound function gets emphasized and may occur without an immediately following meaning, which may be absent for a short moment. The child has succeeded in separating the sound and the meaning th a t are both associated to a concept.
In stronger forms of dissociation the cognitive integration may be not functioning as usual, by being tem porarily dysfunctioning or even being completely absent. From the Abhidhamma model this is quite understandable: cognition has to be formed by a process and this may tem porarily not be active. For the common sense intuition the phenomenon can be quite startling. One looses grip, as the usual models of the world and of oneself slide away. As a reaction several mental alarms may start to ring. It is the presence of these alarms th a t makes the dissociation be felt as an extremely painful experience. Indeed, the alteration of perception of our body, our person or our world (desomatization, depersonalization, or derealization) may be utterly shocking. This 'disidentification' often is accompanied by a powerful feeling of lack of control.
In psychiatry the cause of psychoses can be a genetical predisposition (less strength in the manas), a developmental deficit or a side effect of an illness (e.g. caused by encephali tis). According to the AM a psychosis may be simply the insight th a t our consciousness is discrete. The m editative purification found via insight meditation consists in taking out the existential fear for the dissociation. One becomes like a parachute jum per or astronaut no longer afraid for the experience of falling. For this one first needs to be able to observe the three characteristics. In Buddhagosa [1999] , a classical medieval manual on insight meditation, the following is written:
... impermanence does not become appparent because it is concealed by continuity. The characteristic of nausea does not become apparent because it is concealed by the postures.
... when continuity [of consciousness] gets disrupted by discerning raise and fall [breath ing m editation], impermanence becomes apparent in its true nature. W hen the postures say the oppsite: 'T he body can be w ithout an orgasm , b u t th e m ind craves for it.' This seems more accurate.
are exposed, ... the characteristic of nausea becomes apparent in its true nature.
Here 'impermanence' and 'nausea' refer to the first two of the three characteristics. After this has happened, (advanced) mindfulness may be applied to domesticate the fear.
One should not make the mistake by claiming th a t all psychoses can be cured by taking out the fundamental fear. But it certainly is worthwhile to investigate to what extent it is possible to cure or relieve them. See for example Podvoll [2003] . A personal account of a schizophrenic patient who did not get cured, but transformed her illness into something succesfully manageable is Saks [2007] .
An early indication th a t psychoses in some cases may be cured and can lead to creative personalities is described in Menninger et al. [1963] , where the authors speak about patients becoming 'weller than well': "Not infrequently we observe that a patient who is in a phase of recovery from what may have been a rather long illness shows continued improvement, past the point of his form er 'norm al' state of existence. He not only gets well, to use the vernacular; he gets as well as he was, and then continues to improve still further. He increases his productivity, he expands his life and its horizons. He develops new talents, new powers, new effectiveness. He becomes, one might say, 'weller than w ell.' ...Every experienced psychiatrist has seen it.... What could it mean? It violates our conventional medical expectations, so perhaps it is often overlooked and occurs more often than we know. It may contain a clue fo r better prevention and better treatment. ...Transcendence does occur. A nd perhaps it is not an exception but a natural consequence of new insights and new concepts of treatment."
In terp reta tio n s
We will first show how the Cover-up Model can be interpreted into the AM. This happens 'theoretically'. But the logic of this is not the one th a t one finds in, say, mathematics. The style of explanation is part of a larger model as yet not fully made explicit5. After th a t we sketch how the Abhidhamma Model may be interpreted into neuroscience. This is hypothetical and needs further investigation based on emperical data.
From C o v er-u p t o A M
The process of the Cover-up Model, consisting of the three characteristics chaos, nausea and selflessness (being beyond control) can be interpreted, using the AM, as being in a tem porary lasting state in which the cetas do not fit well. This being similar to seeing an old movie of around 1920 in which there are missing picture frames making the story discontinuous. Actually this is only a weak metaphore. As the chains of cetas are forming our cognition, the discontinuity may cause impaired perception and even different forms of dissociation, e.g. desomatization, depersonalisation, derealization. 5W hen we learn elem entary mechanics, th e laws of N ew ton are n ot enough. In order to make deduc tions from them we have to use a style of reasoning th a t has not yet been m ade explicit. For example th a t forces are vectors th a t may be decom posed along a horizontal and vertical axis.
The cover-up aspect of the model may be interpreted as being caused either by cetasikas with strong concentration effects, like those coming from greed, aversion or attachm ent, or by strong cognition (thinking), as being formed by coherent vithis. Co herent in the sense of fitting well together and forming a strong chain. The adequacy of these thoughts may be lacking. So the emotional cognitive mechanism holds us together. If we have adequate emotions and thoughts we are successful; if not we have a problem (that may be compensated by adequate coping).
The purification in the Cover-up Model is explained by the AM, by using its axiom th a t cetasikas like 'greed' may be eliminated. This is done using mindfulness, which is a cetasika giving stability to the ceta it resides in. So the method of purification exchanges the stabilizing cetasikas greed, aversion or attachm ent by mindfulness.
From A M to n e u r o sc ie n c e
The translation from the AM to neuroscience could go as follows. The discreteness of consciousness is not surprising, as the action potentials are discrete as well. It could be the case th a t action potentials are too low level to constitute consciousness. An im portant aspect of consciousness (the binding of the input of different senses) is caused by synchronous firing of sets of neurons, as postulated by von der Malsburg. Again the resulting mechanism is discrete. Finally, it may be th a t consciousness is not coded by the action potentials of single or combined neurons. Resonating waves of action potentials may be the carrier. Again there we have a fundamental discrete mechanism.
The cetasika's th a t cause a state th a t lasts (for a while) may be implemented by neuromodulators like peptides th a t act through volume transmission. The AM predicts th a t there are three clear classes of such molecules: for attraction, repulsion, and neutral feelings (wanting to continue).
Purification through mindfulness is a harder phenomenon to be explained. It may be th a t some representation of our input is available at another level and is processed at cortex level without having the limbic (emotional) implications th a t the ordinary input has. Purification through observing nibbana as object of consciousness is the hardest phenomenon to be explained. It may have to do with the foundation6 of consciousness, the ground for the qualia, whatever th a t may be. This foundation then gives stability, as it is always there.
The story can also be told in a different way. Perception and cognition of all the signals th a t come to us (either from ouside or from the mind) have to create meanining. This is done by binding and reification, made possible by manas. For this reification some kind of binding neuropeptide may be necessary. Temporarily (or for longer periods) this capacity may be not functioning. Insight meditation is directed towards not being afraid of the resulting dissociation. This enables faster recovery of one's capacity to bind and reify. 6It is not generally believed th a t it is necessary to have such a foundation of consciousness, e.g. not by D ennett [1991] .
B rou w er v s G o d el and th e C o m m o n C ore T h esis
Conversations on mysticism with Godel are known from Rucker [1983] . As stated before. Godel considered mathematics as revealing mystical experience. This is consistent with the AM view if the mystical state is identified with the jhana or mental absorbtion. In this state the object and type of consciousness is kept constant. It is said th a t this is possible only if the object is a 'concept' and not a sensory input. Now mathematics consists of concepts par exelence. The conclusion seems justified th a t Godel's mysticism consisted of the states of high concentration. In the AM one mentions the following aspects of these states: initial and sustained mental application, rapture, bliss and equanimity. In the more advanced 'formless absorptions' one has phenomena th a t Godel undoubtedly would have liked: 'infinite space', 'infinite m ind', 'nothingness' and finally 'neither perception nor non-perception'. Brouwer [1948] on the other hand claimed th a t mathematics is concealing the mys tical experience. For him the descending to the foundation of consciousness is essential. This cannot be done if the mind is occupied with concepts. According to the AM the purifying consciousness is obtained by viewing the 'nibbana'. Also in the meditation tradition concepts are concealing the view of nibbana, because concepts reside in a vithi, while nibbana within a single ceta. In the later Abhidharma nibbana is equated by Nagarjuna, witnessed by Nandamalabhivamsa [2004] , to pure consciousness, th a t is con sciousness without object, which may be considered as the foundation of consciousness.
Although the state of high concentration is filled with extacy and bliss, its relief from suffering is only temporary. The view of nibbana provides a lasting liberation. Therefore, in the view of Nagarjuna, the foundation of consciousness is the liberating factor. This is very similar to Brouwer's description of his mystical experience.
Therefore we can replace the CCT by the Dual Core Thesis (DCT): there are two im portant styles of mysticism: th a t of bliss and extacy of the concentration meditation and th a t of the permanent purification through insight meditation. Given this view it is not difficult to see it reoccuring in religious disputes, for example the incident around Hui Neng. The old fifth patriarch of Zen, Hung Jen, asked his monks to compose a poem to show their understanding of Zen, in order to choose a successor. The headmonk Shenxiu wrote:
The body is a Bodhi tree, the mind a standing mirror bright. A t all times polish it diligently, and let no dust alight.
This requires continued work and energy. The poem of Hui Neng, the kichen aid, was:
There is no Bodhi tree, nor a mirror bright. Since all is fundamentally empty, where can the dust alight?
It was Hui Neng who got the job. W hether the story is a myth or based on reality is irrelevant. It is consistent with the DCT.
We list a few examples of opposing pairs of expressions related to mysticism, or the mystics themselves, as seen by the DCT. We shortly explain the notions. An absorption is a state of high concentration, often with a concept as object. During the liberation and a supramundane absorption the object of the ceta is nibbana, the foundation of consciousness. The expresion "A tm an=B rahm an" comes from Hindhu philosophy, in which the absorption state is given a high status, as Brahm an is the highest god. Actually it is not much different than the "Mystical Union" (with God) in the Christian tradition. "A natta" is the selfless state of Buddhism. The mystical state of Santa Teresa has a close similarity with erotical experiences. Saint John of the Cross warned th a t we should not indulge in them but go further. In order to do this one has to overcome the "dark night of the soul" , probably his expression for the three characteristics.
Concentration
Insight Absorption A tm an=B rahm an Shenxiu Santa Teresa Godel
Liberation & supramundane absorption A natta Hui Neng Saint John of the Cross Brouwer
The main advantages of the myticism of insight meditation is th a t it has a lasting liberating effect and much less energy is required to obtain the state.
B r o u w e r 's m y stic is m a n d e th ic a l v ie w s
Let us study better whether it is correct th a t we classify the mystical experience of Brouwer under th a t of insight meditation. The following citations come from Brouwer [1948] . In 1 Brouwer comes very close to the description of baseline and cognitive conscious ness in the Abhidhamma. The 'will-lessly' corresponds to the fundamental doctrine of anatta: selflessness. In 2 description is given of the state of 'bare-attention', known from Buddhism, and the ones th a t are goal-directed, in the language of Brouwer by means of 'cunning acts', creating 'causal sequences' in order 'to obtain what is pre ferred'. Brouwer also states later th a t it is not th a t easy to return from either form of causal activity to naive being, while return to baseline is doable: "More [easy than the regression to the naive phase is a temporary] refluence to the deepest home leaving aside naivity, through the free-will-perception of detachment-concentration. " In insight meditation the intensional concentrated observation with detachment is the main tool towards progress. Remarkably enough the m editator arrives first at a state of naive observation, before one reaches the deepest home of consciousness. For someone who is enlightened the route via the baseline consciousness is more easy indeed. Could it be thinkable th a t Brouwer has reached such a trade of mind? He was not such an easy person to get along with and had his own desires. In the AM one speaks about several levels (four in total) of enlightenment. Only at level three one has rooted out desire and angriness. So it is well possible th a t Brouwer has reached the first or second level. This is consistent with statem ent 3, which is a necessary view in order to reach the first level of enlightenment. In statem ent 4 an im portant ethical implications of enlightenment is stated. Brouwer also draws some consequences. The first explains the intuition needed for mathematics.
"By a move of time a present sensation gives way to another present sensation
in such a way that consciousness retains the form er one as a past sensation. " . . . "Mathematics not bound to the world, can attain any degree o f richness and clearness. "
Science th a t "reveals or playfully mathematizes naively perceptible form s and laws of nature" is based on the naive phase of consciousness and is seen as pure.
6. "Such science rejects human domination over nature, through its very reference. "
If one wants to make cunningly use of what one has understood a price has to be paid.
7. "In causal thinking and acting beauty will hardly be found. "
8. "A rt and phlosophy should not communicate with the state, [otherwise] they will lose their independence and degenerate. "
And a final warning (also heard in different words in Brouwer [1905] ) 9. "[M]ankind, possessed by the delusion of causality, will slide away in a deteriorative process of overpopulation, industrialization, serfdom, and devastation of nature, and . .. when hereby first its spiritual and then its physiological conditions of life have been destroyed, it will come to an end like a colony of bacteria in the earth crust having fulfilled its task. "
Now, in 2008, this warning starts to be heard, but it is as neglected by states as it was in 1904 and 1948.
P o stsc rip t
The Buddhist meditation tradition and its theoretical underpinning in the AM is not taken here as 'sacred'. We treat it with a critical mind. W hat we did is based on our understanding and non-understanding and may for some part need to be reajusted. However, we feel confident about the DCT. The two classes of mystical experience come from concentration and insight meditation, respectively. Usually one does not speak about 'mystical experience' in the Western version of the tradition of insight meditation.
Only for the concentration m editation one usually speaks about mystical experiences, thereby pointing at the mental absorbtions. However, after a succesful training in insight meditation there is the 'fruit of the p a th ', also called 'supramundane absorption'. This brings the yogi to the essence of consciousness and th a t is-at least in his descriptionwhat Brouwer experienced.
